
ESSAY 1 

Equipping with much knowledge from in the propose training, propose research and also 

experience with other students and computer experts overseas in the Computer Field will 

become the most valuable things that will support me to improve the quality of Indonesia 

Education with Interactive Local Software Education and Papua Digital Library. 

 

The propose training will also give me great ways to know “how to develop and 

implement software for students at UNIPA and also for different community with 

different culture and background education level in Papua”. This interactive software will 

give other ways to learn without have to read a book. Combination between games, local 

symbol and knowledge will bring fun in learning process. For example, Cendrawasih 

picture in different amount can use to learn how to order from less to many. Or learn 

counting with throwing spears.  

 

Developing Papua Digital Library with UNIPA as its basis, for UNIPA is only one state 

university in West Papua. This Digital Library will contain much knowledge from many 

sources, such as Lecturer Articles and from Center and Local Government like 

regulation, culture, local potencies and so on. Intranet, Internet and mobile phone will 

become ways to access this library and the subject of this library is students, 

lecturer/teacher, government and local society for sure. The presence of this library is 

really important because many teachers and students live in remote areas in Papua which 

are really difficult to find resources and if there are some books, the price will be really 

expensive. From my experience when going to some under developing regency, teachers 

and students mostly depend on limited number of books from government. 

 

Finally, computer science as applied science can used to apply many other science with 

different methods which is fun and accessible from under developing regency. And I will 

set up cooperation with many stakeholders nationally and globally and also local 

government even other university which I believe will give contribution to Indonesia 

Education and especially in Papua. 

 



ESSAY 2 

People who works in computer world has been known that U.S is the best of computer 

development center in the world. Not only because of U.S is the center of computer 

industry but also many universities give much important support for research and produce 

many reliable and qualified graduates. This fact encourages me to have deeper 

understanding about computer science after finishing my purpose training and also 

adopting different method to transfer the knowledge to students and improving 

Technology Information development in my institution. 

 

Growing up in the eastern part of Indonesia which is far from technology triggered me to 

eagerly took computer science for my bachelor degree at Gadjah Mada University and 

concentrated in database field. For several years I worked in that field by developing 

some basic software. Since I have become a lecturer in Computer Engineering 

Department of State University of Papua (UNIPA), I teach several subjects focusing on 

programming and database.  Studying Computer Science which is focusing on software 

engineering and later on hopefully be mastering in software development and 

implementation will benefit me in conducting my job as a lecturer. Because, with all the 

knowledge in this propose training, I will be able to transfer and share more knowledge to 

the students, university and society.  

 

After the completion of this training, as a scientist I would like to develop world class 

software; how to make an interactive and easy software which is understandable by local 

Papuan community, especially under developing regency.  So, the computer technology 

will be more applicable, available to all people from all levels.   

 

Becoming a key decision maker at university level is my long-term objective for my 

career particularly in the field of Information Technology. My expertise and knowledge 

which I would get from this training for the short term planning will support me to 

achieve the highest position in Computer Center Department. As the information that 

UNIPA already has a good Information Technology infrastructure today but it still lacks 

in computer experts to develop it. 


